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pipe M and passes through the inside of valve plug B,
the oil with it. The ignition tube E is screwed into
boss on the chamber A. The tube and the whole of the
is kept hot by an external lamp.* During the
ehgtrging stroke of the piston, a partial vacuum is formed in
cylinder and the charge of oil and air is drawn through
inlet valve and sprayed against the heated sides of the
A. The mixture then passes into the cylinder, is
oonapressed on the return stroke of the piston and then fired
t>y the heat from the
ignition tube.
CYLINDER JACKET
fig. 65. — Enlarged view of Exhaust valve of
Engine shown in Figs. 63 and 64.
146. The Hornsby
of Vaporizer is
worth studying.
Tills type of vapor-
izor is shown in Fig.
€>€> and to show how
"fclao vaporizer is fitted
in place the diagram
includes the cylinder
also. When it is de-
sired to start the en-
gine a lamp is placed
•ULmder the vaporizer
-,	,	, .,     , ,
OJaamber    until    the
la,"fcter is at a sufficient
•temperature to ignite the oil which is pumped into it. This
la,mp is withdrawn once the engine is started, as the heat of
oxplosion is sufficient to keep the temperature up to the
requisite point. The oil tank is under the engine, and from it
oil is forced by a small pump into the vaporizer just at
moment when the piston is starting on its out-stroke and
is drawing in the air necessary to combustion.f The supply
* In some later engines a large ignition tube is used which is able
-fco retain enough heat from each explosion to fire the next, so that the
la,mp may be withdrawn once the engine has been started.
*f In. construction this type of engine is similar to the " Hot bulb "
our " Sem&Biesel " engine. (See par. 14=7 for comparison with the
*c Diesel.") In these. latter engines, however, the fuel is not injected
Io.to the vaporizer until the piston has reached the end of the com-
pression stroke.

